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Publishing in African languages : challenges and prospects
Educational Publishing in African Languages works in Swahili, is the Kenyan market large enough to justify
publishing in Swahili? If not, what is the problem with publishing in Swahili? Of what educational significance
is publishing in Swahili? The motivation for this article is an attempt at answering these questions.
Educational Publishing in African Languages, With a Focus
Publishing in African Languages: A Review of the Literature "The problem is that, unfortunately, those that
write in African languages remain invisible, their works are hardly ever reviewed or translated. Publishing
venues are limited and getting published is one of the most infuriating challenges of writing in African
languages.
Publishing in African Languages - readafricanbooks.com
3 Optimising Learning, Education and Publishing in Africa: The Language Factor A Review and Analysis of
Theory and Practice in Mother-Tongue and Bilingual Education
Optimising Learning, Education and Publishing in Africa
This paper argues the case for more educational publications in Swahili as a good medium educational and
national development. It acknowledges that education is not only a capital investment in ...
(PDF) Educational Publishing in African Languages, With a
Language issues are often complex and controversial, particularly for many African countries where multiple
languages are spoken. This book explores the trends, challenges, and opportunities of publishing in African
languages from national, regional, and international perspectives.
African Books Collective: Publishing in African Languages
While many African languages are widely spoken, publishing in national languages still has difficulty to
develop in French-speaking Africa (as opposed to English-speaking Africa, amongst others), because of the
dominating presence of colonial languages.
Local and national languages: What opportunities for
countries, such as those in North Africa, or Somalia, harbour few languages, many others have many
language communities within their boundaries: Nigeria is said to have nearly 500, Cameroon nearly 300, and
three other countries over 100.
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